
Constructed entirely of heavy gauge components for years of dependable 

operation, even in the rental market.

The Luma 2/R is housed in a black, scratch-resistant steel case. Black carpet 

covering on case is optional.

Floor Stand
Made of heavy gauge steel and anodized aluminum. Provides support for Luma 

2/R in an inverted position at floor level. The Luma 2/R Floor Stand's telescoping 

upright holds top of viewing surface when extended (maximum of 144" (366cm). 

Floor Stand is sold separately but required for use as a portable screen.

Viewing Surface
Standard viewing surface is matt white (glass beaded available). NTSC format 

screens have black borders on all four sides. Black borders on AV format screens 

are available. 

Optional 
Carrying Case

Luma 2/R
Heavy-duty screen designed to use in a Floor 
Stand. This screen is an attractive and practical 
choice wherever a large, portable spring-roller 
screen is required.

Consul
Lightweight yet durably constructed with a steel case and endcaps 

finished in black, the Consul is designed specifically for audiovisual use. 

Specified for schools worldwide.

The Consul’s legs are of sturdy gabled steel. 60" and 70" sizes feature 

suspension slat saddle, keeping viewing surface flat. Case adjusts easily to 

any level on tripod upright. 

Optional Keystone Eliminator will extend top of viewing surface forward 

up to 9". Available for 60" x 60" and 70" x 70" sizes.

Black leatherette zippered carrying case optionally available.

Viewing Surface
Available with matt white or glass beaded viewing surfaces. 11/2" black 

masking borders are optional.

Sizes and Formats
AV Format from 40" x 40" through 70" x 70".

Sizes and Formats
AV Format from 72" x 96" (183cm x 244cm) 

through 144" x 144" (366cm x 366cm).

NTSC Format from 120" (305cm) through 
180" (457cm) diagonal.

Online at: www.draperinc.com/go/Consul.htm

Online at: www.draperinc.com/go/Luma2R.htm
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